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CHER
At 62, Cher is still performing to sell-out
Las Vegas crowds, and her face appears
remarkably free of lines. Dr. Tony Youn
says Cher has “very few wrinkles on her
face, possibly a consequence of Botox.”
The plastic surgeon, who has not treated
the music icon, adds he would not
recommend further cosmetic procedures
for her. “A woman Cher’s age should have
at least a few wrinkles to make her look
naturally youthful instead of unnaturally
operated on.” Cher has admitted only
to having her nose reshaped, breasts
enhanced and teeth straightened.
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BOTOX
BOOM
Who ADMITS it? Who DENIES it?

IGHTS! Camera! Botox!
The use of Botox is so common in
Hollywood now that stars of all ages
are getting injections to improve their looks
– and perhaps save their careers.
Both showbiz men and women are
temporarily erasing wrinkles with injections
of the controversial drug made from the same

L

family of toxins that causes botulism – a lifethreatening form of food poisoning. It works
by blocking nerves or freezing muscles.
Few actors admit using Botox, but here are
some top stars, uncovered by The ENQUIRER,
who get help to defeat Father Time.
by ROBIN MIZRAHI
rmizrahi@nationalenquirer.com
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BRAD PITT
MADONNA
At 50, it isn’t easy keeping up with the
“American Idol” generation of perky
singers. Health fanatic Madonna’s
fountain of youth includes regular Botox
injections to her face. And Madge doesn’t
use just any old Botox, but an alternative
anti-aging treatment called Mesoeclat that
is injected through a micro-fine needle.
She receives up to 50 injections at a time
at a cost of up to $1,000 a session.

VIRGINIA MADSEN
Virginia, 47, is one of the
few actresses who admits
to getting Botox injections
BEFORE twice a year. “I use Botox!”
the “Sideways” star happily
proclaimed – but warned the anti-aging product
should be used in moderation. “I am not using
these injectables to look 25…I just want to look
like me.”

For the past five years, Brad, 45, has been
getting Restylane – a wrinkle-erasing filler
made in Sweden. The ENQUIRER has
previously reported on Brad’s big-ticket
beauty regimen, which includes a $1,400a-jar moisturizer. Now it looks like he may
be getting even more help. The eternally
youthful partner of Angelina Jolie denies
having cosmetic surgery, but plastic
surgeon Dr. Stephen Grifka says the actor
“may have had a combination of Botox and
fillers, but it looks natural.”
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